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Coaching pe One
TYPE ONE Basic Diagnostics

Ones are responsible, hard-working people who constantly try to improve 
themselves and the world around them. 

AT THEIR BEST, they  have a constant  need for self-improvement, 
and  they  encourage  others  to  grow,  but  they  do  so  tolerantly  and 
compassionately. Since they are accepting of themselves as whole human 
beings,  including  their  less  positive  aspects,  they  can  be  accepting  of 
others. They are visionaries who have a strong sense of purpose and strive 
for the ideal, but they also know what's humanly possible, and thus they 
are realistic. They are wise, discerning, fair, objective, honest, and have an 
open mind, ready to review even their own standards. They have integrity 
and hold high moral and ethical standards, but don't moralize to others: 
they  teach  by  example.  They  are  organized,  methodical,  productive, 
committed, and dedicated people who will put their best efforts to the work 
at  hand.  Although  they  are  detail-oriented  and  extremely  thorough  in 
everything they do, they can maintain a big-picture sense and wisely make 
good decisions.  

IN AUTOPILOT, an internal critical voice starts running inside them, 
and  they  become  critical  of  themselves  and  others.  They  become 
perfectionistic and intolerant of mistakes, trying too hard to get everything 
the “right” way and to be right all the time. They compare reality to what it 
“should” or “must” be, and look for what doesn't fit. Their attention tends 
to  go  automatically  to  errors  and  mistakes,  to  what  has  been  done 
incorrectly  by  them  and  others  and  consequently  to  what  should  be 
corrected. Sometimes the smallest flaw can ruin the whole for them, and 
they become “comma-counters.”  They act as if they knew the right way of 
doing almost everything. Black-and-white dominates their thinking: things 
are either good or bad, with no gray areas in the middle.  This makes them 
rigid and inflexible. They cannot delegate, since nobody can do the work 
as perfectly as they will. Tension arises when they feel overburdened by 
too  many  responsibilities  they  feel  they  must  undertake  due  to  other 
people's  carelessness.  Anger  arises  since  there  are  too  many  things  to 
correct and too many people not following the rules and doing things the 
wrong way. Anger, however, is not always expressed directly, since they 
expect  themselves  to  be  self-controlled all  the  time.  They thus  become 
resentful and bitter, holding grudges for long periods and having difficulty 
in forgetting and forgiving. Although most of the time they will try to hold 
in  and  not  express  their  anger,  it  is  recognizable  in  their  tense  body 



language and facial expressions. Their perfectionistic and critical drive also 
pushes them to work too hard, with an inability to relax, enjoy, or have fun 
in life, making them too serious. It also causes them to take their and other 
people's efforts and hard work for granted, and also to moralize and preach, 
instead of teaching by example. 

Body Language  

• Stiffening posture
• Displays rigidity, inflexibility
• Impeccable manners
• Body center reactivity easily recognizable
• When defending own arguments: body leans forward, fingers 

moving as if preaching, intense body language
• Disapproving frowns
• Lips pinched together and heavy breathing and exhalation when 

containing anger
• Eyes focused, penetrating look, may give the feeling of giving the 

“stink eye” 

Speaking Style 

People  see  me  as  a  very  responsible person,  sometimes  a  bit  of  a 
perfectionist. I think that we either do a good job, or a bad job. We work as 
we  should,  or  do  a  poor  job.  There  are  no  grey  areas  in  the  middle. 
Sometimes I redo my work so it will look perfect. I hate  mistakes, mine 
and other people's—that's why I try to be organized and methodical. It's 
usually  hard  for  me  to  request  other  people's  help,  to  delegate  tasks, 
because nobody can do the job as well as I can. I have a kind of internal 
judge that helps me discover what is being done in the wrong way so I can 
correct it. There is always one way of doing things, the “right” way. It's 
disappointing  that  many  people  don't  understand  this,  both  in  my 
professional as well as in my personal life. They believe I think in “black 
and white,” that I am too judgmental and that I criticize and get angry too 
often (Michael, Type One.)

• Admonishing style
• Structured, step-by-step approach



• From teaching and lecturing, to preaching and sermonizing
• Languages transpires their “black and white”, either/or thinking.
• Judges: use words like “good/bad”, “correct/incorrect”
• Uses modal operators of necessity: “have to”, “must”, “shoulds”, 

“ought”, “got to”. 
• Reminds you of your obligations
• Speech is formal
• Conversations about “right” and “wrong” and what the 

procedure/law/manual says about the situation at hand. 

Problems they would like to work on, and typically 
bring to the coaching session

• To be less critical of themselves and others, to be patient, and to 
reduce  the  suffering  they  cause  to  themselves  and  their 
relationships by relentlessly focusing on what needs correction.

• To become more tolerant, acceptant, and forgiving of others. 
• To reduce stress, anger, resentment, and tension. To learn how to 

relax. 


